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Abstract
Let X be a separable Banach space. Suppose that X１, X２,... are X
­valued random variables that are conditionally independent and
identically distributed given a sub­σ­algebra. We show that, condi­
tional on the sub­σ­algebra, n－１Σni＝１ Xi converges to the conditional
expectation of X１ a.s.
Keywords : conditional strong law of large numbers; separable Ba­
nach spaces; exchangeability
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１ Introduction and Preliminaries
Our purpose in this article is to prove the conditional version of the
Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers（SLLN）for conditionally inde­
pendent and identically distributed random variables, each one defined
on a probability space and taking values in a separable Banach space.
Majerek et al.（２００５）showed conditional versions of the Borel­Cantelli
lemma and Kolmogorov’s maximal inequality and proved the conditional
SLLN for real­valued random variables. Prakasa Rao（２００９）derived a
conditional version of the generalized Kolmogorov’s maximal inequality
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due to Loève（１９７７, p.２７５）to obtain the conditional SLLN for real-valued
random variables.
It is well known that the SLLN extends to random variables taking
values in a separable Banach space. If X１, X２,... are i.i.d. random vari-
ables with values in a separable Banach space X and X１ is integrable,
then Sn/n→EX１, where Sn＝X１+・・・+Xn. As in the case of real-valued
random variables, it is natural to expect that if G is a sub-σ-algebra of F
and X１, X２,... are conditionally independent and identically distributed
given G, then the conditional version of the SLLN holds:
P⎛⎝
Sn
n → E（X１│G ）│G
⎞
⎠= １a.s. （１.１）
We can prove（１.１）by utilizing the approach due to Chow and Teicher
（１９９７, p.２３５）together with the SLLN for i.i.d. random variable with
values in a separable Banach space. Etemadi（１９９７）proved the SLLN for
２-exchangeable（and hence exchangeable）integrable random variables
in a separable Banach space. Taking expectations on both sides of（１.１）
gives an alternative proof of the SLLN for exchangeable random vari-
ables in a separable Banach space, since a sequence of random variables
is exchangeable if and only if it is conditionally i.i.d. given some sub-σ-
algebra.
Unless otherwise stated, we always assume that X is a separable Ba-
nach space with norm‖・‖. Let X be equipped with the Borel σ-algebra
A , which is the σ-algebra generated by the norm topology τ. The space
of all bounded linear functionals on X , denoted by X *, is called the dual
of X . For x∈ X and x*∈ X *, x*（x）is denoted by〈x,x*〉. The dual X *
is a Banach space with norm‖x*‖＝sup‖x‖１│〈x,x*〉│. Further, since‖x‖
＝sup‖x*‖１│〈x,x*〉│for every x ∈ X , the dual X * separates points in
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X . Namely, if〈x,x*〉＝０ for all x*∈X *, then x＝０. Since X is separable, X *
contains a countable set｛x*n｝that separates points in X .
The product topological space（X ∞,τ∞）：＝（X ×X ×・・・，τ×τ×・・・）is
a Polish space with the metric ρ（x, y）：＝Σ∞i＝１２－i‖xi－yi‖/（１+‖xi－yi‖）,
where x＝（xi）and y＝（yi）are elements in X ∞. The product σ-algebra
A ∞：＝A×A×・・・is generated by τ∞ since X is separable.
Let（Ω, F, P）be a probability space. A random variable X：Ω→X is
called integrable if E‖X‖＜∞. If X is integrable,〈X,x*〉is integrable for
every x*∈ X * since│〈X,x*〉│‖X‖‖x*‖, and there exists an element m
∈ X such that〈m,x*〉＝E〈X,x*〉for every x*∈ X *. It is clear that there
is at most one such m because X * separates points in X . Such m is
called the expectation of X and denoted by EX or ∫XdP. If μ is the dis-
tribution of X, EX＝∫xμ（dx）. If X is integrable, so is１HX, and the inte-
gral of X over H is defined by ∫HXdP＝E（１HX）.
Given a sub-σ-algebra G of F, an integrable random variable Y with
values in X is called the conditional expectation of X given G if Y is G -
measurable and
∫GYdP＝∫G XdP
for all G∈G . For the existence of the conditional expectation, we refer
to Stroock（１９９３, Theorem５.１.２２）. Any version of the conditional expec-
tation of X given G is denoted by E（X│G ）. For every x*∈ X *,〈E（X│G）,
x*〉is clearly G -measurable. It is integrable because │〈E（X│G ）, x*〉│
‖E（X│G ）‖‖x*‖. Given G ∈ G ,
∫G〈E（X│G ）, x*〉dP＝〈∫G E（X│G ）dP, x*〉＝〈∫G XdP, x*〉
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＝∫G〈X,x*〉dP．
Hence,〈E（X│G ）, x*〉is a version of the conditional expectation of〈X,x*〉
given G for every x*∈ X *．
We say that X１,X２,・・・are conditionally independent given G if for all
n １and all A１,・・・,An∈ A ,
P（X１∈ A１,・・・,Xn∈ An│G ）＝P（X１∈ A１│G ）・・・P（X１∈ A１│G）a.s.
We say that X１,X２,・・・are conditionally identically distributed if for all n
１ and all A∈ A ,
P（Xn∈ A│G ）＝ P（X１∈ A│G ）a.s.
If X１,X２,・・・ are conditionally independent and identically distributed
given G, they are called conditionally i.i.d. given G for short.
The proof of our main theorem（Theorem２.２）relies on the following
lemmas, whose proof are in Section３.
Lemma１.１. Let（X i, A i）be a measurable space and let Xi be a X i- valued
random variable（i＝１,２）. Suppose that X２ is G -measurable and that
there exists a regular conditional distribution（ω,A１）∈Ω×A１→ μω（A１）
∈［０,１］for X１ given G . If f：X１×X２→ X is a measurable function such
that f（X１,X２）is integrable, then P-almost all ω∈Ω, f（・,X２（ω））is inte-
grable with respect to μω（・）and
E（f（X１,X２）│G ）（ω）＝∫f（x１,X２（ω））μω（dx１）. （１.２）
For a sequence X１,X２,... of X -valued random variables, X＝（X１,X２,...）
has a regular conditional distribution given G because（X ∞,A ∞）is a
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Borel space.
Lemma１.２. Suppose that X１,X２,... are X -valued random variables that
are conditionally i.i.d. given G , and for each（ω,A）∈Ω×A ∞ let μω（A）
be a regular conditional distribution for X＝（X１,X２,...）given G . Then,
there exists a P-null set N in G such that the following properties hold:
（i）for all ω ∈/ N, the coordinate functions ξ１,ξ２,... on（X ∞,A ∞,μω（・））
are i.i.d. ;
（ii）if X１ is integrable, then for all ω ∈/ N, ξ１,ξ２,... are integrable with re-
spect to μω（・）
２ The Conditional SLLN
The following lemma is a simple generalization of a well-known conver-
gence criterion. We omit the proof because it is proved in much the
same way as the unconditional version.
Lemma２.１. Let（X ,‖・‖）be a separable normed space. Suppose that Z,
Z１,Z２,... are X -valued random variables defined on（Ω,F ,P）. Then, the
following assertions are equivalent :
（i）P（Zn→Z│G ）＝１a.s. ;
（ii）∀ε >０ limn P（supkn ‖Zk－Z‖>ε│G ）＝０a.s.
Theorem２.２（Conditional strong law of large numbers）. Suppose
that X１,X２,... are X -valued integrable random variables that are condi-
tionally i.i.d. given G , and let Sn＝X１+・・・+Xn,n１. Then,
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P⎛⎝
Sn










Proof. We prove that
∀ε >０ lim
n
P⎛⎝supkn‖Skk －E（X１│G ）‖＞ε│G ⎞⎠=０a.s. （２.２）
which is equivalent to（２.１）by Lemma２.１. Let μω（A）be a regular con-
ditional distribution for X＝（X１,X２,...）given G . Let ξ１,ξ２,... be a sequence
of coordinate functions on（X ∞,A ∞）as in Lemma １.２. Since ξ１（X）（＝
X１）is integrable, Lemma１.１ shows that
E（X１│G ）（ω）＝E（ξ１（X）│G ）（ω）
＝∫ξ１（x）μω（dx）P-almost all ω∈Ω.






















By Lemma １.２, for P-almost all ω∈Ω, ξ１,ξ２,... are i.i.d. integrable ran-
dom variables on（X ∞,A ∞,μω（・））. It follows from the SLLN for X -val-
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for P-almost all ω∈Ω, which, together with（２.４）, yields（２.３）. If（２.２）
holds, m＝E（X１│G ）a.s. by the result just proved above. □
A sequence X１,X２,... of X -valued random variables is said to be ex-
changeable if the distribution of（Xσ（１）,...,Xσ（n））is invariant for each n
１ and each permutation σ of｛１,...,n｝. According to de Finetti’s theorem,
X１,X２,... is exchangeable if and only if the random variables are condi-
tionally i.i.d. given some sub-σ- algebra G . We can take G to be the tail
σ-algebra of X１,X２,.... As a corollary of Theorem ２.２ we see that if X１,
X２,... is an exchangeable sequence of X -valued integrable random vari-
ables, then Sn/n→E（X１│G ）for some sub-σ-algebral G .
３ Proofs
Proof of Lemma１.１. By the integrability condition, E（‖f（X１,X２）‖│G）＜
∞ a.s. Since
E（‖f（X１,X２）‖│G）＝∫‖f（x１,X２（ω））‖μω（dx１）a.s.,
f（・,X２（ω））is integrable with respect to μω（・）for P-almost all ω∈Ω.
Let N be a P-null set on which f（・,X２（ω））fails to be integrable with re-
spect to μω（・）. Let D⊂ X * be a countable set that separates points in X .
Fix x*∈D. For ω∈/ N,〈f（・,X２（ω）,x*）〉is integrable with respect to μω（・）
and
〈∫f（x１,X２（ω））μω（dx１）,x*〉＝∫〈f（x１,X２（ω））,x*〉μω（dx１）．
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On the other hand,
〈E（f（X１,X２）│G）（ω）,x*〉＝ E（〈f（X１,X２）,x*〉│G）（ω）a.s.
＝∫〈f（x１,X２（ω））,x*〉μω（dx）a.s. （３.１）
Thus, there exists a P-null set N（x*）such that for ω∈/ N（x*）, we have
（３.１）. It follows that for all ω∈/ N∪x*∈DN（x*）
〈E（f（X１,X２）│G）（ω）,x*〉＝〈∫f（x１,X２（ω））μω（dx１）,x*〉
for every x*∈D. Hence, for all ω∈/ N∪x*∈DN（x*）, f（・,X２（ω）） is inte-
grable with respect to μω, and（１.２）holds. □
Proof of Lemma１.２. Let B denote a countable base for τ and B′denote
the class of finite intersections of sets in B. Notice that the class
J＝｛B１×・・・×Bn×X ×・・・：n １,B１×・・・×Bn∈B′｝
is a countable π-class that generates A ∞.






Let Mi,B be a P-null set such that μω（ξ i∈B）＝μω（ξ１∈B）outside Mi,B.
The union ∪i１,B∈B′Mi,B belongs to G since every Mi,B lies in G . If ω∈/
M：＝∪i１,B∈B′, then μω（ξ i∈B）＝μω（ξ１∈B）for all i  １ and B∈B′.
Since B′is a π-class generating A , for all ω∈/M,
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μω（ξ１∈・）＝μω（ξ２∈・）＝・・・．
For each ω∈Ω, define the product probability measure νω（・）on（X ∞,
A ∞）by
νω（・）＝μω（ξ１∈・）×μω（ξ２∈・）×・・・．





Let M（B１,...,Bn）be a P-null set such that μω（B１×・・・×Bn×X×・・・）＝νω
（B１×・・・×Bn×X ×・・・）for all ω∈/M（B１,...,Bn）, and let Mn＝∪B１,...,Bn∈B′
M（B１,...,Bn）．Then, ω∈/M′：＝∪n１Mn, μω（B１×・・・×Bn×X ×・・・）＝νω
（B１×・・・×Bn×X ×・・・）for all n１ and B１,...,Bn∈B′. Since J is a π-
class that generates A ∞, we have μω＝νω for all ω∈/M′. In particular,




As a result, for all ω∈/M∪M′,ξ１,ξ２,..., are i.i.d. under μω（・）.
（ii）Assume that X１ is integrable. Since E（‖ξ１（X）‖│G）＝E（‖X１‖│G）
＜∞ a.s. and
E（‖ξ１（X）‖│G）（ω）＝∫‖ξ１（x）‖μω（dx）P-a.s.,
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there exists a P-null set M′∈G such that for all ω∈/M′,
∫‖ξ１（x）‖μω（dx）＜∞.
Putting N＝M∪M′∪N′completes the proof. □
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